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Meaning of ‘Micro Culture’ – A Dualistic Understanding 
Firstly, if we want to talk about the meaning of ‘micro culture’ we have to clarify its dualistic 

understanding in an age in which traditional spatial patterns are transformed by global trends. 

Furthermore, contemporary Asian cities are, in comparison to the Western cities, a complex of 

overlapping traditional patterns, modern planning layers and recent global transformations. 

This it due the fact that in cities, like in Japan, Western models were implemented in the age of 

modernization as an anonymous instrument, rather than as a real way of life. Accordingly, we 

get nowadays a mix of different standards that actually follow neither a typical European or 

Japanese example. Additionally, it is an undisputable fact that in the 21st century modern forms 

of communication have changed our everyday life in different ways. Modern 

telecommunication, digital networks and electric gadgets are altering the preference of different 

urban conditions and become an integrated part of our everyday life. However, the paper would 

strongly argue that they have not reduced our need for a physical home and community. Even 

more, we could say that the constant presence of mobile phones, iPods and flashing monitor 

screens increases our wish to be part of a physical community or settled neighborhood. And 

this for several reasons: Giddens (1992) states the argument that in an age of increasing 

expansion of social relationships - virtually, global and even regionally - we need to rely on a 

mechanism of ‘re-embedment’ in our physical environment, and this in a dialectical sense. And 

Snyder gets even further to the heart of the problem, in saying that the Internet is not such 

‘community’ because ‘you cannot give somebody a hug’ (1996). Furthermore, Akira Suzuki 

(1996) presents an approach to the multi-layering of the city in seeing different modern layers, 

e.g. Virtual Communities in the form of mobile telephones as a ubiquitous, virtual ‘micro-

culture’. In summary, he points out that we have to realize that already spatial typologies are 

taking completely different forms and that we need to integrate these processes in the modern 

discourse of urban design.  

 

However, it is argued that also in times of virtual communities, real places have not lost 

their importance. Accordingly, the paper will further elaborate the ‘micro-culture’ of a typical 

community of streets. In looking closely at situated urban rituals like (1) urban festivities as 

local practice, (2) street vendors and ‘micro-markets’ and (3) (new) artistic/ intellectual rituals, 
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it offers a study of the cultural geography of a typical, local community whose boundaries are 

especially created and shaped by cultural activity and social networks. 

 

 

   
Figure 5: local markets 

 

Practice of ‘Micro Culture’ - Situated Urban Rituals 
Secondly, in this context understanding of the term ‘micro culture’ should reflect the fact that it 

is the individual as part of the local community who maintains the practice of typical urban 

rituals. In their recent publication Bow Wow from Post Bubble City, Tsukamoto and Kajima 

include in their analysis of the contemporary city next to terms as  ‘DEPTH’, ‘SMALLNESS’ 

and ‘COMBINED ORIENTATION the expression of ‘MICRO PUBLIC SPACE’ (Bow-Wow, 

2006).  They refer this term directly to the presence and activities of people in public space.  

They experimented therefore with public space in form of a Public Kitchen Operation or the 

Kotatsu Pavilion to generate diverse places for the community and to show that such internally 

steered public spaces are regulated by behavior according to the ritual and social context, not 

the materialized one. (Bow-Wow, 2006) Furthermore in the documentation ROJIHON we find 

the example of Kanda, Tokyo in which the community celebrates activities like a barbecue 

party or artistic performances. The authors go even so far to say that "we don’t see those 

scenes much recently …so we think there are much more possibilities…to create a better 

community by using those alleys.”(Tokyo Metropolitan University, 2005, pp.15). In this 
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context, the paper will draw now upon examples that should offer insights in the complex 

nature of the community, characterized by its multi-functional street-network. 

 

Inside Out and Outside In: Situated Urban Rituals – Tradition, Re-Discovering and 

Innovation 

 
Example 1: Seasonal Urban Festivities and Events 

Firstly, it is a custom in Japan to celebrate different seasonal festivities, like the cherry blossom 

in spring and firework in summer. Furthermore there are different festivals, so-called matsuri, 

which can include events around the carrying of the mikoshi, the portable shrine, and other 

spring/fall rituals. One example of such an urban ritual, typical to single alleys in the 

neighborhood is the so-called Jizo-Bon festival, an event to pray for the health of children. The 

festival starts with an official prayer of a Buddhist priest for the neighborhood Ojizo-san, a 

mini-Buddha placed in an altar. Observation has shown that every roji can has its own Ojizo-

san, mostly situated as ‘symbolic eye stop’ in the alley, and being preserved/ decorate 

according to local customs. (Jäger, 2006) However, during this festivity, locals set up a 

temporary pavilion, hang up lanterns and put tables with sweets and drinks outside in the alley. 

During the day children get sweets and make plays, whereas the most important event might be 

‘juzo-mawashi’, at which children sit in a circle, giving around some prayers. At the end of the 

day small fireworks will be displayed, adults gather in the street, drinking and chatting while 

children wander through the alleys taking part in the Jizo-Bon events in nearby rojis. A similar, 

but maybe more vivid event can be the carrying of the mikoshi, whereas male members of the 

neighborhood-organization carry this portable shrine around the local streets.  
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Figure 6: mikoshi event  

 

In Bester's book Neighborhood Tokyo, we find a detailed description of the diverse ritual 

events taking place throughout the year. But interestingly he refers to a term of Soeda (1973) 

called ‘an-architecture’, combining anarchy and architecture (Bestor, 1989, pp.254). This term 

states that the urban festivals can function as a kind of temporary relief in the otherwise 

regulated life within the community, as these rituals allow the participants to take part in an 

exuberant event which satisfies the individual and communal needs. But Bestor emphasizes as 

well, that it is the vitality of the community and the voluntary nature of the individual to 

maintain such ‘micro-culture’. In the contemporary context, in which individual buildings have 

introverted façades and modern fencing, it seems if people do not rely as such on the life in the 

alley, and it is a question of how the built environment can maintain such situated urban rituals, 

which actually formed the authentic and lively face of the vicinity.  

 

Example 2: Local ‘Micro’- Markets and Street Vendors  

One of the most fascinating aspects of the temporary activities within the street is their 

ephemeral quality. The street can suddenly become alive on the weekend through the setting of 

a street stall, neighborhood activity or local micro-sale market. Street vendors like the local 

tofu-seller or the typical Yatai cars moving their goods into small streets, can immediately 

transform quiet and little used streets into places of eventful activities. Such immediate and 

temporary transformations can add to the vitality of a place in continuously unfolding and 

converting in a different rhythm, untypical of more fixed and settled structures. Being suddenly 

unclaimed again, the space may seem amazingly different, vacant and may take a completely, 

even opposite use. In the case of the Japanese city, street vendors and Yatai food stalls have 

formed a diverse and lively urban street life in different streets, but especially with pedestrian 

activities (Celik, 1994). Street traders and local markets are bringing together the local people 

evoking different situated rituals and forms of communication. But because of the decline of 

local, residential areas downtown and in the city center, it might be useful to think about the 

revival of local street markets and diverse street vendors from the perspective of city planning 

(Kuo, Minami and Deguchi 2004). 
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Figure 8: roji used by artists 

 

Conclusion 
Roji as ‘Community of Streets’ or Sassen’s ‘Micro-Sites’ 

In high-density cities of Japan like Tokyo, macro-scale arterial roads coexist nowadays side-

by-side with inner, small scale alleyways. But because of ongoing conflicts about central office 

space versus community structures (Sorensen, 2003), inner city dwellers are forced to migrate 

to the suburbs, and inner-city areas lose their typical characteristics like people-orientated 

networks and micro-scale business patterns.  

 

Therefore the paper firstly drew upon the term ‘micro-urbanism’, although I would argue 

the need to understand the term ‘micro-urbanism’ more as an intellectual attempt rather than an 

ingenious approach. It is an understanding of architecture as an open-end process of inquiry or 

practice which teaches us how to act always again in temporary situations. And this is maybe 

what architects and planners have to think about: how to deal with layered and shifting urban 

situations in a reciprocal way.  

 

Secondly, in the future we also have to reconsider the term ‘micro-culture’, as the dualistic 

understanding of the terms already has shown the two (or even more) directions it can take. It is 

the challenge to reintegrate these diverse forms of articulation in one physical, glocalized term, 

a space, which facilitates different kinds of (modern) living. In more detail, Madanipour argues 

that such“public space …plays a major role in the vision of micro-urbanists…Simultaneously, 

the establishment of an identifiable part of urban fabric as a neighborhood appears to be a 

desire to extend the private to beyond the home…recreating a small version of the city.” 

(Madanipour, 2003, pp. 137)  
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